LIBERALISM   AND  THE  MONARCHY
utmost of every situation, had been given the chance of an
eight years' dictatorship within the forms of the strictest
constitutionalism.1
The effect of this policy of inertia on public opinion is a
study that belongs mainly to a later chapter, for it goes with-
out saying that it proved to be the breeding-ground of
Republicanism, in spite of the Government's systematic policy
of repression. Just as 1830 was the work of the Ultras and
Charles X,, so was 1848 that of Guizot and Louis-Philippe.
But even among those whom it did not incline to revolutionary
views " Guizotism " had the most unfortunate consequences.
It produced boredom, and boredom produced disillusion, and
disillusion is not the soil on which grow lofty idealism and
single-minded devotion to truth, " Before 1830," wrote Sainte-
Beuve, the great critic, in 1833,2 " we were obviously going on
to a revolution, the summit could not be far off. What vistas
would it discover? . . . We would be able to carry out the
1	Adolphe Thiers (1797-1877) : journalist; Deputy in 1830; minister from
1832-1836; Premier for a short time in 1840; in exile for a few years after
1851; Deputy, 1863 ; head of the provisional Republican Government, 1871-
1873. His political ideas are to be found in his speeches and in his articles,
particularly in the National, where he developed a complete theory of con-
stitutional monarchy: the absolute right of the majority to secure a ministry
in harmony with its views; the right of " the country " to be appealed to in
case of conflict between King and Parliament; the fact that, in a phrase since
become famous, the King reigns but does not govern ; the need for a minister's
counter-signature to any act of the Crown, as alone expressing the true state
of things, in which the King is " obliged to entrust the exercise of power to
responsible ministers who decide on his behalf between peace and war, make
laws, administer public funds and have to suffer for any mistake made. Whether
the King really approves of what is done in his name is no concern of ours
and matters to us in no wise," And so full is Thiers of the rights of responsible
citizens and of English precedents that he advises, or at least allows, refusal
of taxation as " effective, dignified and calm." "The aim of the National"
as Thiers once said, " was to teach the country how to do without a dynasty
while preventing it from being unexpectedly thrown into innovations not yet
matured by time," On the importance of the Press during the period see
Thureau-Dangin, Charlety and Tchernov. As Tocqueville says, in one of
his unpublished papers, " the period of the Restoration was little else than
a long struggle between the Press and the Government until the former
triumphed " (Marcel, of. cit^ p. 303).
2	Quoted by Thureau-Dangin, Parti literal, p. 262.
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